
>> Welcome, everyone. Welcome to the third webinar in our series for the writing toolkit for 

students who are deaf or hard of hearing. With us today is Dr. Lana Edward Santoro, our 

presenter, and we have covered the writing process and the micro level writing, and now we're 

going to be taking a deeper look at genre and discipline-specific writing. As before, there is a 

question box for you. You can type your questions, and we'll try our best to answer them. If you 

notice, in the chat box you will see that Sue Ann has posted the link for the captioning, and also 

the link to the handouts which have been up on our PaTTAN website. Hopefully, you had a 

chance to download them. There are two, actually, today. There's the PowerPoint, and then a 

second packet that later we'll be talking about. So, with no further ado, I’m going to turn it over 

to Lana.  

>> All right, thank you so much, Jane, and welcome, everybody. I’m excited to come back and 

share a little bit about genre-specific writing for students who are deaf or hard of hearing, and I 

have posted our agenda today for this webinar. So, like webinars number one and two, we're 

going to begin by thinking about a research-based framework for writing, and the implications 

for visual learners. And after that foundational content, I’ll begin talking about genre specific 

reading and writing, and we'll look at how to build writing through the use of different phases 

of instruction. So, I’m going to talk to you about how to help students learn more about genres, 

which we're gonna look at as a phase one of teaching genre specific writing for students. A 

phase two will help students evaluate genre. And those two phases of instruction will bring us 

into the writing component, where we'll look at how to help support students write genres. 

We'll move into a little bit about the academic language required for genre and discipline 

specific writing, and the importance of evaluating patterns and structures across texts. And if 

there's time, I’m going to talk to you a little bit about how to enhance student writing quality 

through specific features of writing. That one, I will wait and see how much time we have. I 

hope we get there, but if we run out of time I’ll incorporate that in our follow up plc and/or in 

the next webinar. So, and then finally, we'll pull it all together and review the big ideas from our 

session today. So, let's take a look at the research based framework first. This is what we've 

been looking at in terms of a comprehensive writing program for students who are deaf or hard 

of hearing. We started with our first webinar focused on the writing process. We had our 

second webinar looking at micro level skills and writing, like handwriting, keyboarding, spelling, 

and sentence structure. And specifically, within that context, talked about the importance of 

linking micro and macro writing. Today, we're looking at genre and discipline-specific writing, 

then we're going to move into our fourth webinar, coming up later this year. And that will focus 

on content area learning and using writing for learning and comprehension. And then we'll end 

our series with writing strategies. But today, we're really going to look deeply at genre and 

discipline-specific writing. And just a reminder, we are looking at the macro level components 

of writing within the context of genre and discipline-specific writing. So, genre and discipline-

specific writing focuses on three things. These are the genres. This is what we talk about when 

we talk about writing within a specific discipline area. This is it. They're three. Narrative, 

informational/explanatory, and opinion/argumentative. Everything, all text types break and fall 

under the larger components of these three specific genres. When you're teaching genre 



specific writing to students, it's important to use clear and consistent terminology. For example, 

with number one, narrative, if I’m working in a kindergarten or first grade class, I might use the 

word story instead of narrative. And if I use the word story instead of narrative, I want to use 

that term consistently whenever I’m dealing with narrative text within those classrooms. For 

those students, I would refer to it as story text. So, how do you determine what terminology to 

use when you're talking about narrative, informational/explanatory or opinion/argumentative 

writing? You're going to look at your district standards, you're going to refer to your core 

reading curriculum, and if you're a paraprofessional, talk with the classroom teacher about 

what terms that they use to define these three areas of text, and then teach those terms clearly 

and specifically. And if you're using ASL, use those terms within the context of ASL as well. So, I 

just wanted to make that clear. I’m going to try to toggle over to our resource packet, which is 

the second document that I’ve provided for you today. And I’m not going to review this in 

detail, just to tell you that in that packet the third page outlines these three different types of 

genres. See, it says literature, informational/text and argument. And then it breaks those down 

into different components. So, if you're in a young early elementary grade classroom and you're 

talking about fables for example, that follows a story structure or story text. So, you can look at 

this in your own time and just study how it breaks down. This particular document on page 

three was designed to correspond and align with a common core state standard, so I just 

wanted to let you know that that was there for your use, and you could certainly look at that in 

more detail later. So, moving forward, we want to talk about the research foundation for why 

and how we will help our students interact with text, and learn about genres. What we know 

from the research is that students who are knowledgeable about and/or follow the author 

structure in their attempt to recall a text remember more than those who do not, and the 

second point is that more good than poor readers and writers follow the author's text structure 

in their attempt to recall a text. So, text structure is important for comprehension as well as 

writing. Those text structures, as I indicated, are these three, narrative, 

informational/explanatory, and opinion/argumentative. I’m highlighting the first two because 

I’m going to help you look at an example of why it's so important to figure out a text structure, 

whether you're reading it or writing it. And so, the example I’m going to show you in the next 

slide focuses on both narrative and informational text, and I’m just going to pause here and let 

you read these two text excerpts on the screen. The first is a text excerpt from a narrative text, 

and the bottom is a text excerpt from informational text. As you read the two samples on your 

screen, notice how you think about and interact with the text. What kind of dialogue is 

occurring in your mind as you read each of them, and how is that internal dialogue different? 

I’m going to pause my talking and just give you a few minutes to read these samples. So, with 

those two different examples, I want you to think, about as I talk aloud, think about how those 

two samples are different. Certainly, the first one focuses on a story structure, as they want to 

know more about what those characters are going to encounter when they go camping. And 

then the second text example is informational, so we want to learn facts, and learn about the 

topic being discussed in that that text. So, my second question is how might an expert reader 

approach comprehending these two text examples differently? And I hope I’m leading you to 



appreciate that an expert reader has a mental model of what a narrative or story text looks like 

and includes, for example, a story grammar. An expert reader, when reading a story, right away 

knows that they have to look for a character and a sequence of events that happen over time. 

So, that expert reader has what we're going to look at today is a mental model, a visual of what 

that text is like and what it includes. So, this is so important, and our big idea for the webinar 

today focuses on how to help students identify text type so we can set the purpose for reading 

and writing. We want students to identify text type at the outset, before picking up a book, or 

before planning their writing, because it sets the entire purpose and focus for what they're 

going to be doing. If I know I’m going to read a narrative text, for example, I know I’m looking 

for story grammar as I read. If I’m writing a book report and want to share my opinion about 

what I just read, then I’m going to follow the structure of telling what I think and giving reasons 

to support it. So, identifying narrative, informational, or expository up front sets the course for 

your reading and for writing. So, this is a pivotal and very important big idea we want to take a 

look at, and it's research based on text structure. So, here again, a reminder, when we talk 

about genre discipline specific writing, these are the three we want to begin to teach students 

about, narrative, informational/explanatory, and opinion/argumentative writing. Determining 

which of the three we're going to be interacting with dictates the content of that interaction. 

So, for example, if we're going to read a story, and the character is this one-eyed monster 

there, our internal author's voice, if we're writers, revolves around what that character is going 

to do in that story, what they're gonna do first, next, or last, or problems that they're going to 

solve and solutions along the way in their journey. So, by knowing that we're going to write a 

narrative text, we've dictated how we interact with that text. And that's real key. So, the 

interactions with the text are what we're trying to teach students to do. We want them to 

internalize these interactions, but to do that, we have to make sure our instruction models that, 

and visually presents it to students who are deaf or hard of hearing. So, before I move further, I 

have emphasized a few slides, actually. The three forms of genre specific writing we're talking 

about, big categories. So, I want you to find on this list the one that is not considered one of the 

major genres of writing, and just pause and make sure you're clear on being able to identify the 

three that are the main categories, and the one here that isn't. And it is poetry, so the three, 

our narrative, informational/explanatory, opinion/argumentative, and then poetry, though it 

may follow a narrative structure, it is not the major category that we're going to be focused on. 

So, just a note moving forward on how to make those distinctions. And again, that page in your 

resource packet will help define that a little further. So, our second point of introduction is to 

think about our visual learners, and students who are deaf or hard of hearing, and some 

research we've talked about before I wanted to bring back for this webinar is the need for us to 

help our deaf students develop higher order skills. Planning, organizing, and addressing an 

audience are very important for the writing process, and within narrative, information, and 

opinion writing. I hope as we work through our content today, you'll see how we'll structure 

planning, organizing, and addressing an audience within the context of narrative writing, 

informational writing, and opinion writing. I also want you to focus on some things that 

students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing really struggle with. Often, students don't know what 



a written composition should visually look like. Today, we want to help those students visualize 

and know what a narrative, informational, or opinion passage looks like. We also want to help 

students who don't know what content to include in their writing, we want to help support 

them in their decision about content. And that decision about what to include, the content 

piece, connects directly with purpose of writing. So, content is dictated by whether you are 

going to write something that's narrative, informational, or opinion based. So, the research-

based instruction for visual learners includes these key components. We want to have 

instruction that's strategic and interactive. I already previewed the importance of the 

interactive component. We're trying to help students, through our instruction, internalize an 

author's voice based and focused on the key features of genre. We also want to help students, 

through our instruction, build discourse knowledge about genre. So, understand the key 

features of what makes a narrative composition a good narrative composition, for example. We 

want them to build academic language so our instruction will include an academic vocabulary, 

and when it comes to writing those, are the transition words that are used within texts. And 

then finally, a key piece of instruction for visual learners is the visual scaffolds. And that's a 

consistent component of instruction we've featured across webinars so far. So, I’m going to 

pause right here. I want you to think about the challenges your students face when they are 

asked to write within a specific genre, or interact with discipline specific writing tasks. What do 

you notice in terms of challenges? And just as I pause, take some notes on those challenges, 

and then hopefully in this presentation you'll find some ideas to address those challenges. So, 

I’ll give you a few minutes to reflect on this, and as I do, I’ll check in just to see if there's any 

questions so far. So, I guess I’m like, I think I’m going to Sue Ann for questions.  

>> Correct. And we do not have any questions just yet.  

>> Okay, great. Thank you. So, as you're thinking about challenges your students have, or might 

have with narrative writing, informational writing, or opinion writing, also note as I continue to 

pause and process, and break and check in to see if you have questions, you're also welcome to 

hold your questions and pose them when we have our professional learning community follow 

up. So, at the end of the webinar, talk more about that. So, if you have some questions and you 

just want to keep a running list of those things to talk about later, you're welcome to do that. 

And I’ll discuss a way where you can follow up if you have any remaining questions as we 

conclude our webinar. So, let's get into the actual instruction and start to talk about genre 

specific reading and writing. So, look at this model with me, and I’m going to talk to you about 

this piece by piece and phase by phase. The idea I want you to think about today is that we 

need to teach genre specific writing through both reading and writing instruction. So, looking at 

phase one, in phase one, we're focused on instruction that helps students learn about genre. 

We want students to understand the features and purpose of a specific genre, identify parts 

within that genre, and also distinguish texts in a genre from other texts. That type of instruction 

occurs during reading instruction, but it is aligned and supportive of the instruction that occurs 

when we're trying to help students write. The second phase of instruction, again, within the 

context of reading, helps students to learn to evaluate genre. So, as students are reading, 

maybe they're reading with you during a reading lesson. You have a checklist or graphic 



organizer on hand for students to use as they evaluate the genre they're reading. So, for 

example, we would look at whether an author included key components of narrative text 

within their writing. And as students read, we would check off those features or discuss those 

features from the perspective of comprehension. So, we would apply that checklist after 

reading using that same tool to help students retell what they read. And we could also apply a 

checklist and graphic organizer to some kind of text structure sorting, and I’ll show you that in 

my examples. But this face, too, focuses on evaluating genre. We want to know when we're 

reading, does an author include the key components of the genre we're talking about? Next, 

the phase three does get students into writing. We want them to use a graphic organizer 

aligned with the specific genre we're teaching to help students plan. We then have students 

write with that graphic organizer as a visual aid. And then finally, we look at our writing and we 

have some kind of checklist related to that graphic organizer so that we can evaluate our 

writing. A key distinction and misconception alert I want to make right now is that these phases 

of instruction can be implemented concurrently, or at the same time. So you don't, for 

example, have to hold kids up to write as they're learning about genre. So, I might have a few 

days at the start of a unit where I am just introducing students to a specific genre within the 

context of reading instruction. But then I want to go beyond that introductory phase of 

instruction, and I want to get my students writing that genre. So, I have this staggered across 

time on the graphic you're looking at. My big misconception alert when you hear phases of 

instruction is to reinforce that you can teach these things concurrently, and use reading and 

writing to build on key concepts synergistically at the same time. So, now let's take a look at the 

instruction. We want to help students learn about genres. That's our phase one. And so let me 

help guide us into that, into that content. So, we're here in the model, learning about genre, 

and I’m going to show you some instructional routines that you can use to help students learn 

about key features of genre. The way to begin introducing genre and helping kids learn from it 

is what we talked about in our first webinar. We want to share examples of touchstone or 

mentor text, samples that give students a good idea of what that text structure is about. So, 

with information text, and if I want to lead into helping students with informational writing, I 

might use texts, like bats by gale gibbons, a nice informational text for young students, a book 

about how to make chocolate, I might even show a movie about different kinds of weather, but 

if I show that movie, I want students to see that that is an informational structure, books about 

animals, and newspaper articles. So, I’m going to feature the specific text structure components 

that make these examples sources of good informational writing. And I want to talk to students 

about how an author, a writer wrote these texts or produce these texts and film, and share the 

components. So, your instructional routine for reading is, every time you're going to look at a 

text, I want you to start with this. Ask students, is this a story, information, or opinion book? 

And then discuss how you know. If you haven't been using this routine, I would certainly follow 

explicit instruction, and I would model and describe, well, we're looking at bats by gale gibbons. 

I would do a think aloud and model instructional language about how to tell that that book, 

specifically, is an information book. But every time we're going to read, ask this question. Is this 

a story, information, or opinion book? How do you know? For young students I might begin by 



just making a choice. Is this a story, or information book? How do you know? And as you begin 

to introduce the additional text structure of opinion, you can then add that in as the third 

option. So, just note, you can build that instruction across your units, but this is it. Because at 

the outset, we want students to know that if it's a story book or an information book, I now 

have a mindset for how I’m going to interact with that text. So, using this routine before 

reading, I am going to remind us about this important instructional principle. So, we've been 

talking about this instructional routine within the context of reading, but even though I’m doing 

this within reading instruction, I might show students a simple thing related to note-taking to 

remind myself that we're reading an information book. And I might say something like this. I’m 

going to write an I on the top of my graphic organizer to help me remember we're reading an 

information book. So, I could do that on a graphic organizer, I could do that on a whiteboard, I 

could do that on a smart board. Just something, short writing often, not long writing seldom, to 

clue myself that we're going to be reading that informational book. So, right, remember that, 

the note there. So, this is it. I just summarized phase one instruction. You are helping students 

identify text type and reading. This is how genre specific writing begins. We want students to 

know the critical features of text when reviewing it before reading for story information or 

opinion books, and then talking about it. How do you know, or why you think that? That's the 

main routine. So, moving forward, if you're not doing this consistently as an instructional 

routine during reading, it's a very easy takeaway today, and I encourage you to try to 

incorporate it or integrate it in your instruction. So, again, in reading instruction, make it a 

routine to help students always ask themselves, is this a story, information, or opinion book? 

And if we're working with young students, it might be a choice, this is a story or information 

book. How do you know? So, I’m going to pause here, let you take some notes on next steps, 

and thinking about, well, how could I incorporate that? It's very simple, but so powerful, 

because you are setting the purpose for reading in this case for your students. They'll know the 

structure to interact with the text as they read. So, as we pause here, Sue Ann, any questions?  

>> Yes, we do have one from Mary, and she's saying, so, many times I need to provide sentence 

frame starters for each genre of writing so that the students’ knowledge, the students-- I’m 

sorry, let's start this again. Take two. I need to provide sentence frames or starters for each 

genre writing so that the students know exactly what or how they're supposed to write. Is this 

too much of a crutch?  

>> I love that question, and you'll see later in our content when I get into the phase three of 

writing, that I share some sentence frames and show students the structure of this. So, not 

initially, sharing and using sentence frames, paragraph frames, organizational frames provides 

the initial structure for students so they can visualize and internalize the kind of language that 

they would use for writing. So, you'll then have to, as you use those tools, get a sense of your 

learners and over time, look for ways to maybe fade the structure. But initially, no, it's an 

important aspect of teaching students the language, the discourse knowledge involved in in 

writing in these areas. It's a really great question.  

>> And then one more. Do you recommend teaching one genre at a time? Like three units a 

year, let's say? Or touching on each one several times throughout the year?  



>> Yeah that, I love, I love that question. I think my first answer's always, if you have a 

curriculum in place, follow the way that that curriculum is implemented. The second is, if I had 

my preference and could do it, I like the opportunity to revisit across the year, so rather than 

doing in-depth on story and then moving to information in depth and then opinion in depth, 

which does have advantages, I think it's nice for students to be able to compare and contrast 

across texts and writing samples, and if you are able to scaffold and integrate your instruction 

that way, so multiple units on story text, multiple and information for example, you're able to 

get that integration and help kids compare, contrast. So, yeah, that's just, I think, a preference. 

And it's based on this idea of helping students really know where they're going by identifying 

text type up front.  

>> Okay, and that's it.  

>> Yeah, okay, great. Thank you, and thanks, yeah, thanks very much for the questions. So we 

taught, that was phase one. Phase one is a routine during reading of having kids identify text 

type. So, now let's move into the second phase. This is having kids evaluate genre. I want to 

point out that this phase, phase two, also occurs during reading instruction, and we're going to 

do it in reading instruction because it will support writing. So I want you to think a lot about 

alignment to writing as we talk about phase two, which focuses on reading. Learning to 

evaluate genre occurs by helping students think about the text specifically during that reading 

time, or if you do a read aloud, it's during your read aloud to them, to students. Learning to 

evaluate a genre also focuses on how an author writes and structures the text. Let me repeat 

that so we reinforce it. Learning to evaluate genre also helps students think about how an 

author writes and structures the text. The big idea here is that if we're looking at how other 

authors write and structure text, we are building the language we'll need when we are writers, 

and when we need to edit and revise our own writing. So, by focusing heavily on learning to 

evaluate genre within reading instruction, you are front-loading the instruction required to 

teach students to edit and revise. As we talked about with the writing process, editing and 

revising is one of the most difficult things for students to do. And so we're practicing with 

another author's text, and we're looking for the critical features of that text, and using a 

checklist to talk about and find those features within it, within the text structure, we would be 

then transferring that same routine to the writing process when we have kids edit/revise. That's 

what makes this so important, this phase of instruction. Evaluation also requires what I’m 

calling "author talk." so, as we interact with the text, for example, we might look at an 

informational text and ask what is the author trying to say here? What is the author's message? 

What is the author talking about? All these questions about the author are helping students 

look at texts from the perspective that it's been written by someone. And that's key. Because 

we want students to internalize an author voice when they're writers. So, the key takeaway 

here is during reading instruction, if you don't use the term author, begin to incorporate author 

in your instructional language when you talk about text, that's the takeaway. How can you 

include this term more? How can you ask students to find what the author is writing about? 

Where did the author introduce the main character? That author talk is very critical, and like I 

said, helps us transition to that internal voice. So, why author talk? Just a reminder. When 



learning to write, we want students to define themselves as authors, and so even though in 

phase two we're talking about writing and reading instruction at this point, that author talk will 

get students to develop that writer's voice. They understand that when we're talking about 

text, we're talking about text written by someone, which is very important. We want all of our 

students to identify themselves as authors, and the beginnings of that process is to have them 

look at what other authors write. So, they're, just as an example, within the area of research for 

students who are deaf or hard of hearing, there was this analysis of deaf students' writing. And 

the concept, and as you can see the title of the author is how to help students identify 

themselves as authors. So, I wanted you to see that this comes out of the literature directly 

related to students who are deaf or hard of hearing, and just a very quick take away, I’m circling 

that part of the title of this author is strategic and interactive writing. And one of the things 

we've been reinforcing in our webinar today is the interactive component, interacting with the 

text from a framework, a text specific framework, to help us not only read but write better. So, 

now I’m going to take you through the evaluate the genre process for each type of text, and 

we're going to begin with narrative text first. Keeping in mind that narrative writing is based on 

storytelling, sometimes it's based on a personal recount, so young students like to tell a story 

about what they did over the weekend, for example. With narrative writing, I’m going to use a 

graphic organizer during reading to take notes, so I might say something like this. Let's use our 

graphic organizer to take notes while we read. We want to find out who the story's about, what 

happened first, next, and at the end. And so I’m going to have a graphic organizer available 

during reading. As a teacher, I might be the only one to take notes because it's during reading. 

If I’m working with students and they are capable of doing some simple note-taking, they can 

certainly take notes as you take notes during reading. But just look at my form. This is my note-

taking form during reading. You bet I’ll use the same form when I’m teaching students writing. 

So, I want you now to begin to think about how to use your graphic organizers during reading 

and writing, and begin to think of them as the same tool. So, don't have a different one during 

reading and a different one during writing. Think of the note-taking tool during reading as your 

graphic organizer that you use in writing. Let me just show you a few features on this tool, 

because I think you could modify your own graphic organizers to incorporate some of these 

features. So, first notice in this case, this is a page one and a page two, so it would be a front 

and back if it were a student copy, or I might have two pages posted if I were taking notes live 

as we read in class. I have a little spot up here with a line. That spot allows me to ask my 

question during phase one. I would always have the routine, what type of text are we going to 

read? And in this case its story, so I’d write an s there to help remind and prompt me that we 

are talking about a story text. And then we have the components, who, what happened first, 

next, and end, to take notes on as we read our story. And then finally, with young students, this 

is a tool that has been used in kindergarten first and even second grade classrooms. We end 

this with, I liked or didn't like the story, just as a way to, even though it's part of this narrative 

structure here, it's a way to start and have kids think about their opinions. So, I have also a 

checklist that is aligned with that graphic organizer. Take a look here. A checklist where I 

introduce the topic or character, the author's use of sequencing words, the author described 



what happens, and then at the end the author has a strong closing and tell what happened. 

Notice that this checklist aligns with my graphic organizer. If I want to make it more kid-friendly, 

I could certainly have some icons or graphics added to it. But now during reading, I have a 

graphic organizer and a simple checklist that's aligned with it. And I’ll take notes on it, and we 

use it to discuss as we read. After reading, I’m going to use these tools and ask my students to 

do a retell of what we just read. So, if possible, if you're in a classroom setting, it's wonderful to 

have students work in partners. And, yes, young kids can work in partners. I have a partner a 

here and partner b here, and they've got their graphic organizers ready to help them practice a 

retell. So, in my situation, there are the tools. The graphic organizers we've taken notes on and 

discussed during reading and a checklist. And I would prompt students after they've done a 

retell to do something like this. Partner b, think about whether your partner said everything he 

or she was supposed to in their retell. If they included the main character, what happened first, 

next, and at the end of the story, tell them they did a good job. If your partner didn't say one of 

those things, you need to tell him or her they should do that the next time. And that here, we 

have the response of partner b. After partner a's retell, partner b says, nice job. I like how you 

said the main character was Stellaluna. From a young kid perspective, that's perfect. It's a little 

bit of feedback, and it's based on text structure. I’m presenting retelling in a very truncated 

way, but I want it shortened for the purpose of the time in this webinar. I would certainly take 

the time to model how to do a retell, and then have students practice, but I want to show you 

this feedback piece because this is setting kids up for their writing. And if I’m working with 

students, and they're signing, I would have them sign these retells, absolutely, and then watch 

each other communicate and then provide feedback. As I indicated, explicit instruction is key 

for this part of retell practice when we're learning to evaluate genre. But you can practice, and 

build retells over time by having students do partial retells. So you don't start in on a full retell 

all at once. So, just for example, let's say lessons one, two, three, four were taught across the 

week. The first lesson, I would just have kids practice a personal response after reading, and I 

would do a model of a complete retell, just so students could see the language that I use when I 

sign. On the second lesson, I would practice a partial retell, so students would follow their 

graphic organizer, and in this case just tell the book type. We read a storybook. The title was 

Stellaluna, the main character, and what happened first. The next day, we might practice the 

middle and end of the retell. And then finally, we put the whole retell together at the end of 

the week. So that's just an example of how you could approach this practice of using the 

language, the academic language, that we want students to begin to internalize as they work in, 

in this case, within story text or narrative text. For students who require more support, you 

could do a series of partial retells across time to really build them into a complete retell, again 

scaffold and base that sequence on your students. So, retelling is research-based. We want to 

include retelling as a way to help kids practice their evaluation of genre. It's effective for 

determining and ensuring comprehension. When retelling, students are actively engaged in a 

mental construction of text. The act or process of text reconstruction builds comprehension by 

helping students develop an internal representation of the text structure. Students, through 

retelling, are building a mental model of text. That mental model of text in turn helps them 



think like authors within a particular genre, and then when writing, students will have the 

internal dialogue or the internal voice to be able to apply this to their writing. So retelling helps 

reinforce what written text should look like and emphasizes what content should be included in 

particular text. And I hope you note that these are the two components that we looked at at 

the start of our webinar, as we were thinking about how to help students who are deaf or hard 

of hearing. Because understanding what text should look like, and the content to be included in 

text, was a particular area of need. And retelling is a venue and a way to help with that. So 

retiling, retelling, retelling, yes. We want retelling incorporated in phase two learning to 

evaluate genre, because retelling builds comprehension through content engagement and 

expressive language use. We're building the academic language that we want students to use as 

authors. Just a key takeaway, because retelling is so important, we actually had a full two-hour 

webinar on just retelling for comprehension, and that is, I think, still available on PaTTAN's 

website, and you can check for that if you want additional information on how to help students 

who are deaf or hard of hearing with retells. So, that information is there. You can search the 

title and the series with literacy toolkit. So, finally, the third way to help students evaluate 

genre, and a reminder, the first way to evaluate genre is by taking notes on a graphic organizer 

during reading. The second was to do retelling after reading. And now the third, after reading, 

do a text structure sort. So, I might type a text, or if I have a core program, make a copy of a 

text that students read. I cut it apart, and then each of my sentence strips get sorted so that 

students resequenced a jumbled set of text passages or sentences. So, just basically, here we 

go. So, now, it's out of order. I’ll start sorting by looking for my key language to help me 

sequence it. And then I begin to just, you know, put these pieces of text in place. I would have 

my graphic organizer or checklist to help me figure out, are these things in order? And am I 

getting the text structured in a way that makes sense for the specific genre we're focused on? 

So, that's another way to help reinforce this language. And this type of activity connects to the 

question we had about using the organizational frames and sentence starters. This is another 

way to help students practice and evaluate where things go within text and how text works. So, 

I talked to you about narrative text. Let's look at informational text. We're still talking about 

evaluating genre, and I’m giving you ideas for your reading instruction. We're talking about 

reading instruction, so you can support writing and make your writing instruction more 

powerful. With informational writing, informational writing focuses on main idea and details 

primarily for students. Often it includes descriptions as well. So, watch for my three different 

components of evaluate genre, taking notes on a graphic organizer, retelling, and text structure 

sort. The first here is take notes on a graphic organizer. So, if I’m deciding we're reading 

informational text, we'll say we're going to look for main idea and details in the book Bats by 

Gail GIbbons. As we read, we'll take notes on our graphic organizer. Here's a sample graphic 

organizer for main idea and details. Notice that it features a beginning, middle, and in the 

middle, shows the relationship in this case between main idea and details. There's a checklist 

that's aligned with that graphic organizer, and then a retelling component also aligned with that 

graphic organizer. So, I might say something like this. It's time to practice retelling the book Bats 

by Gail GIbbons. First, we're going to tell the type of book and topic. Then we're going to tell 



two or three details or facts we learned from the book. And if you look at this very simple 

graphic organizer to help students prompt to retell, there's a line at the top, again, to identify if 

we are reading a story or information book. In this case it's an information text. We have main 

ideas here, so we want to talk about bats are mammals. That's pretty much the main idea of 

the Gail Gibbons text. And then we've got all kinds of details describing what a bat looks like, 

what they eat, and those are listed there. So, like before, you could certainly do a text structure 

sort in the same manner that I illustrated with narrative text. And we would rearrange these 

sentence strips to match our checklist. I just want to note for you that the instruction that I 

showed for both narrative text and informational text related to phase two, evaluate genre, 

comes from a program called read aloud. That read aloud program has been used in classrooms 

for students who are deaf or hard of hearing. We had the western Pennsylvania school for the 

deaf use this program, for example, and you are able to go to this site related to what's called 

the CTL marketplace. And if you look for references related to read aloud, you'll find a whole 

group of tier one and a small group tier two program. And I just wanted to tell you there are 

free materials there, so you're welcome to look for what's called a curriculum sampler, and you 

would get some sample materials from this program and from some of the instruction I just 

showed you. At this point, I also want to make a note that I think the majority of the examples 

I’m sharing in this presentation today are also included in your resource packet. So let's 

conclude the evaluate the genre phase of instruction by looking at how it applies to opinion 

texts. When we're teaching opinion texts, the best route for that for young students is through 

book reviews, because we can talk about whether we liked a book or not and provide a 

rationale, and discuss why. So let's just say this is a book review we're now reading on 

Stellaluna, and we've identified that we are going to be reading an opinion text, so my 

instructional language would sound like this. Today we're going to read a book review about 

Stellaluna. Let's look at our graphic organizer to take notes as we read the review. So, here's a 

simple graphic organizer aligned with opinion text, and it's very straightforward. I have an 

opinion, and I have maybe, depending on, again, level of student, one, two, or three reasons to 

support my opinion and tell why, and then a conclusion. I also might have that checklist so we 

could look at the author's use of text in a review, and we, as we read, can ask, does the author 

introduce the topic? Does the author have an opinion about the book they're reviewing? So, 

this checklist just reinforces the instructional components and critical text features that we're 

looking for as we evaluate a text. We could practice telling and retelling just like we did with a 

narrative and informational text, so with our book review we would do something like this. 

Let's practice telling our opinion. First, tell whether you like the book or not. Next, tell why. 

Don't forget to use the because when you tell why you liked or didn't like the book. So, you can 

craft the instructional language to focus on the prompt you want students to follow when they 

retell, but this just gives you an example of how to set up a retell. Like the other genres, we 

would want to reinforce through a text structure sort, so I cut up part text, I have sentence 

strips, and I have students do this sort of sort to find the beginning middle and end, or in this 

case, more specifically, the topic of the opinion that aligns with the beginning, the reasons that 

support that opinion in the middle, and the closing at the end. So, we're concluding phase two, 



and as we do, I want you to know that why you're including it in your reading instruction is so 

that you can enforce the academic language that we want students to use as authors. We begin 

by having students look at how other authors write, and we're going to have them evaluate 

other authors' work by using a checklist/graphic organizer, by practicing retelling what we've 

read, and then doing some sorting. And all three of these activities within this phase of 

instruction is having students use that language and learn how to interact with a text based on 

the purpose, based on the text structure. So, phase two requires practice, practice, practice, 

and the whole idea is if you're doing this in reading with consistency, you're supporting the 

writing instruction and making that language more powerful for students. So, let's review the 

instructional routines that I shared for phase two. You're going to take notes on a graphic 

organizer and checklist, and that checklist is aligned with a graphic organizer. You're going to 

practice and help students retell. You're going to also incorporate some text structure sorting, 

and I showed you how these three instructional routines can be applied to narrative, 

informational, and opinion writing. So, as we conclude this phase of instruction, learning to 

evaluate genre, I want you to think about how you could take these routines and use them in 

your reading instruction. So, this requires thinking about alignment. How can you move the 

writing graphic organizer you use when you're doing writing instruction? How can you move 

that into your reading instruction and use it as a checklist and note-taking tool? If you're not 

doing any sort of retelling, maybe think about how to incorporate that. Also, text structure 

sorting is very powerful for students, and is a nice entry point to help them learn how text 

works, and help them reinforce that academic language and the sort of voice, internal voice, 

authors use when they're writing. So as you are thinking about those things, I’m going to check 

in to see if any questions came up for this phase of instruction. So, Sue Ann, anything on the list 

there?  

>> Not right now, Lana.  

>> Okay, great. Thank you. So, I’ll still give everybody just a minute or two to think about 

enhancing your reading instruction with these routines. I hope you can see that these could be 

applied to any instruction you're currently doing. We're thinking about enhancing your 

instruction in reading to help students set themselves up for writing. Okay, well, now we're 

ready to get into the writing piece. So, we're going to have students write within each genre 

now. So, a reminder that we're here, and look within this box. This isn't a surprise at all. We're 

gonna have students plan with a graphic organizer. We're going to teach them how to write 

from that graphic organizer, and we're going to use a checklist/graphic organizer to evaluate 

writing. Notice how this phase three in the writing piece of genre specific writing builds 

seamlessly from the work we've done in reading, and that if we use the same tools, we're just 

helping students transition and slide into writing. Now they're ready, and they understand the 

text structure that they need to employ as they are writing. So, purpose for writing, just like 

reading instruction. Before we write, students should ask themselves, am I writing narrative, 

informational, or opinion text? And to link our content back to our first webinar, the process 

that you would do to teach narrative, informational, and opinion writing is, explicit instruction 

through the process of, and I like this one, the power strategy. Where I teach students how to 



plan, organize, write, edit, revise, and rewrite within that framework. So say you just link back 

to our first webinar, you teach explicitly within each of the just discipline specific genres, you 

model, you lead students through writing, and then you have an independent application. And 

remember, we're using instruction explicitly to help students see what writing looks like, and 

we want them to develop the academic language through your modeled instruction and think 

alouds. So, I’m going to just visually show you the power strategy again, and this would be 

applied, again, to narrative, informational, expository writing. So, when we're planning, I want 

to add this piece in now. Helping give students a routine every time that they come into a text, 

so when I’m planning, I want to identify the purpose of that text, the form that it might take, 

the topic, and the audience. You could use the abbreviation PFTA if you would like, PFTA. That's 

purpose, form, topic, audience. If I teach this as a routine for planning, watch what happens. 

Purpose. I need to know if I’m writing something that's narrative, informational, or opinion. 

What form is it going to take? I’ve been asked to write a sentence, a paragraph, more than one 

paragraph, an essay, a letter? So what form? What topic am I writing on? And then finally, the 

audience. And I know the audience for some students may not vary greatly. It might be I’m 

writing for my teacher, I’m writing for my classmates, I’m writing for a friend. But that's okay. 

We want to start to clue kids in on that audience, and who's reading the work that I write as an 

author. But here's how it is. Very simple. Purpose, form topic, audience is a routine that you can 

use either to teach students to note this on the top of their paper, or incorporate this on one of 

your graphic organizers or planning sheets. For younger students, it would be wonderful if you 

had icons or graphics to represent each of these components, but this will help students focus 

their writing on narrative, informational, or opinion text. So, the rest of the power strategy, I’m 

not going to incorporate anything new because you've been introduced to it. So, I just want to 

review. Teaching each genre within this structure, you would teach the organized phase of 

writing. You would teach students how to write. You would use the edit/revise sheets to 

demonstrate edit and revision, and then finally rewrite. So, next I want to build on what we've 

been talking about and lead you into a section of content that emphasizes the academic 

language and the patterns that you want to teach students across genres. So, this is more on 

having kids pay attention to text structure and the language that we use to talk about each type 

of text. So, with the language of text structure, the first thing I want to do is pay attention to 

the discourse knowledge. That is the language that we teach students to use when they're 

talking about a type of text. The second is, we want to help students learn critical text features, 

so the language to define what a good narrative paragraph might include. Overall, what we're 

talking about here is using consistent instructional language to define what makes good 

narrative, informational, or opinion writing good, and we want to use consistent instructional 

language to explicitly teach the academic language we're going to use when we write within 

each genre. We also want to help students see a sameness across text. So, helping students see 

that there is a beginning, middle, and end at work, no matter if I’m writing a narrative, 

informational text or an opinion. There's always a beginning, middle, and end. So, I have two 

things going on. I’m backing up. We want students to develop the language, the academic 

language that an author uses. And the second, we want students not to get lost in, boy, this is a 



new type of text and it's overwhelming. We want students to know that they can always break 

text down into beginning, middle, and end, and there's a sameness or pattern to the text that 

we're going to be working with. When we think about beginning, middle, and end, this is a set 

of something I think of as generic. It's a generic instructional feature that helps kids visually see 

texts across genres. So, I can map beginning, middle, and end, and help students learn the text 

structure. So, like we did before, let's cover narrative text, informational text, and opinion text 

from the perspective of writing this particular genre. So, the discourse knowledge required for 

narrative writing. Why do we work on, think about narrative writing? The purpose is to 

entertain, tell story, to inform, to instruct, to persuade. All in all, this happens within a real or 

imagined experience, and that time is the primary structure of this text. So, when I identify this 

text as story text or narrative text, I’m going to write using a set of story grammar. So, the 

academic language that we teach for this text includes beginning, middle, and end, first, next, 

and last, characters, plot, setting, theme, problem, resolution. These might include the 

terminology you would introduce, and you would need to define and have students practice 

using in their own expressive language as they talk about text. Transition words are a key 

organizational component of understanding how narrative text works. So, in addition to 

building the language of story grammar, you want to build language at a word level and have 

students understand words that link beginning, middle, and end within a text. And for all my 

examples, you would focus on what is appropriate for your students, and appropriate for the 

level of writing that they're engaging in. So, it may obviously not be all of these terms. You 

might have a focus list, for example, depending on your student. Another key piece of defining 

narrative text for students is to identify critical features. What I want you to think about is 

explicitly including the critical features of narrative texts in your instructional language. So, for 

example, every single time I want to introduce narrative writing to students, I want to introduce 

it this way. This is just an example. I would say a good story tells about one event. It's usually 

personal. It tells a story in a chronological order. A good story always has linkage words to show 

the passage of time. A good story always has story grammar. That's just an example. In a young 

kindergartner/first grade classroom, I might always tell my young students, guess what, 

everybody? We're going to write stories today. A good story always starts out by telling who 

the main character is. Then we talk about what happens first, next, and at the end of the story. 

At the very end, we summarize and talk about how the character changed because of their 

journey in the story, whatever it is. But what I want you to do right now is to make a note to 

identify age appropriate, depending on your students, a few critical features that you would 

always use in your instructional language. So, if you're signing, you would sign and 

communicate expressively to students that these are the things that we're going to talk about 

every time we read or write a story. This language has to become part of the discourse in the 

classroom, and we don't want to keep it a secret from our students. We want them to know 

what a good story consists of, and we want to be able to look for those key elements as we 

read and/or write. So, really think about how to frame that instructional language and take the 

time to do it. Ideally, that instructional language, by the way, should be aligned with your 

graphic organizer and your edit/revise tools. So, with the story text, I want to start to show you 



how tests can be visually presented to students. So, look at this. We've got the introduction, or 

the beginning. We've got the middle, or the body of the text, and we have the conclusion, or 

the end. And because we're talking about a story here, notice how the story elements, 

beginning identifies the who, where, when. The body of the text, the middle, then sequences 

the events. And the end wraps it all up and tells what happens at the end. This is a great, simple 

structure for young elementary grade students, just beginning, middle, and end. And notice 

how it visually breaks down text. That's my intention for this component of the webinar, for you 

to look at the screen and see how text is represented here for a story. This is just another 

example of narrative text, presented visually. We have the introduction and the beginning, the 

middle, and the conclusion or the end. And in this case, the beginning is very similar, where we 

introduce the main character, the setting, and where things took place, where and when. The 

middle introduces some kind of problem that's eventually solved at the end. The problem 

solution component of narrative text structure or story is something that's often introduced in 

later elementary grades. Finally, more complicated look at story text, but even though we're 

getting more complicated, we might use this for upper elementary, middle school, or even 

secondary writers. The beginning, middle, and end remain the same, and the middle connects 

events with maybe a problem or complication, and then the character goes to the next event, 

and encounters a complication or problem. This represents, in story text, potentially a hero's 

journey type structure. And then at the end, the problems that the character encountered are 

solved. Overall, I want you to begin to visualize this text with beginning, middle, and end. For 

the purposes of our PowerPoint, I have presented these beginning, middle, and end structures 

horizontally. But if you were to take these and transfer these into something that, a tool 

students might use, you can certainly present it as the way I’ve done here, vertically on the far 

left, with beginning, middle, and end outlined. So teaching students, no matter what type of 

text that they're going to write, we've got a beginning, middle, and end. And then, because they 

identify the purpose of their text, in this case narrative, now I’ll know that the beginning 

includes something about the character, time and place, and the problem, and the events, 

however it's presented for kids, and at the end is the conclusion. So, you can see here how the 

text could be represented on a simple graphic organizer to show the relationships between the 

structure, and then finally a sample, critical features checklist that matches the graphic 

organizer. So just look at the right hand side, this critical features checklist. Critical features are 

the key, important components of the text that I want to look for in a text when I’m reading, if 

it's another author's text, or I want to use when I’m writing. And as a teacher, I would include 

those in my instructional language. So, watch how my instructional language reflects the right-

hand side of the screen. So, oh my gosh, we're going to do something exciting this afternoon, 

everybody. We're going to write a narrative text. Don't forget that good narrative texts always 

start and begin with the characters. They talk about when the story happens, where the story 

takes place, and they introduce a problem that is going to help the story move and stay in 

motion. The middle part of our story, like all good narrative texts, describes events and 

complications that the character encounters along the way. At the end of the story, we're going 

to conclude with some sort of solution, and make sure that the author describes how the 



character feels at the end of the story as they've solved the problem and challenges along the 

way. So, don't forget, good stories have a title and so forth. So, my instructional in-class 

language, whether I say or sign, has to identify for kids critical features. They, then, have to 

practice saying or signing these things in discussions with you. Critical features help take the 

mystery out of writing text for students. It's up front, and they know the instructional language 

we're working with. So let me show you something similar for informational text. I’m going to 

begin with the type of discourse knowledge that has to occur in the classroom. So, you want to 

understand what informational text is about. Once I identify that we're going to either read 

informational text or write one. In general, the purpose of informational text to increase the 

reader's knowledge. We want to help them understand a concept. Different types of 

informational text, summaries, reports, some sort of manual instructions, and the academic 

language, the terms that we need to help students define, and understand, and use in their 

expressive language include things like topic, focus, main idea or key idea, details, and you have 

some other terms there you can come back to and look at. Like narrative text, part of 

developing academic language and vocabulary is to teach the terminology that helps structure 

the text by beginning, middle, and end. And then follow the same pattern. We needed to find 

what a good informational or fact paragraph has. So, my instructional language would be 

something like this. Oh, even though it's late in the afternoon today, we're going to write a 

good fact paragraph. Remember, good fact paragraphs have more than one sentence. The first 

sentence tells the topic. All the other sentences in that paragraph tell the topic. And don't 

forget, the sentences in our fact paragraph are facts. They're not opinions. So, depending on 

your students, you might have three critical features, four critical features, five or six, again, or 

more if you're secondary. It's just depending on your learner. You've got to take some time to 

identify what your instructional language, your instructional voice, will present, and model in 

terms of defining this up front for students. Now let's look at informational text structure 

through the lens of beginning, middle, and end. We're doing this for the purpose of helping 

students navigate through text, and not feel like when they're writing something new it's 

always going to be different. This, by the way, relates to my answer earlier on in the webinar 

about your ability to potentially teach story text multiple times, informational text multiple 

times, opinion text multiple times across the year versus the in-depth, in-depth, in-depth 

approach. Because if I’m teaching students this text structure and showing them how it works 

organizationally, they'll be able to practice, interact with the text in a clear way that helps them 

build this mental picture of the text structure. So, anyway, we're looking at the general features 

here of informational text. Pay attention to the middle. The middle is what we're going to focus 

on with informational text. And the middle relates to how we take some sort of feature, and 

then attach it to some supporting evidence. So, notice that attachment, that link. Do you see 

the line between those two boxes, feature one, and we're attaching it or linking it to some 

supporting evidence? A common structure for informational, explanatory writing is that fact 

paragraph, or that fact writing. And look again at the middle here, the body of the text. We're 

linking key ideas with details. There's the link there, so I’m helping students find those key ideas 

and link them to details. This is fact writing, this is summary writing, and this is a common 



structure within informational writing. I’m highlighting, it's very subtle, but I just highlighted the 

middle component there so you could see these things that are attaching or linking to each 

other within the body of the text. Just a reminder that you can certainly shift, and present this 

type of information vertically versus horizontally if you want to just change it into a graphic 

organizer for students. And then just notice here in the materials that's the critical features 

checklist supports what I’m looking at on the left-hand side of the screen, and it would be the 

same instructional language I would use in the classrooms to say hey, we're going to write 

informational paragraphs today. Help me talk about what makes a good informational 

paragraph a good informational paragraph. Let's review, and that gives you the instructional 

language. I know some of you are probably thinking, well, that's great, but informational text 

gets very complicated. There's all kinds of structures within informational text. There's cause 

and effect, compare/contrast, descriptive, problem solution, and even question and answer, so 

how do you help students navigate all those complexities? My first answer to this question is, 

don't forget, we're going to help students understand that all of these types of texts fall under 

the umbrella of informational texts. So, once we shifted to informational text, we've already 

taken out narrative from the picture, and we've already taken out opinion from the picture. 

We're now just under the umbrella of informational text, so that's is important, that's an 

important up front decision related to how we'll write and the purpose of writing. So, there's 

this activity on expository text structure from the Florida center for reading research. The 

website here is included in this PowerPoint, and I’m going to just take a moment to help show 

you what this looks like. You can come to that website, and you'll basically be linked to this text 

structure sort activity, where there are samples of texts that align with these types of 

informational text. And so, students are basically reading a sample passage and then they're 

matching it to, is it a cause and effect, is it problem/solution, is it question and answer? And 

this is just an activity to help kids, through reading, begin to see the differences in the text type. 

Note that when you look at this text sorting activity, it covers one, two, three, four, five, six 

different types of informational texts. If I were working with young students, or students who 

needed more controlled sets of materials, I could certainly introduce one at a time, two 

together, practice with those two, add the third. You can certainly scaffold this activity, and 

even add your own samples of text from a student's reading program, for example, as part of 

this sorting. But this gives you the start. This activity gives you the foundation of what you 

might do. And all the materials are there, by the way. So, now, let's come and look at some 

different structures within informational text. I want you to see something. Look at the body of 

the text. Remember how I connected main ideas, and I linked them with details? Look at how 

cause is linked with effect. Cause linked with effect, and if I’m a writer I would kind of add a 

little bit of evidence if I’m an upper elementary, great writer. I’m highlighting that subtly in the 

middle. These are linking relationships. What I want you to see is that it doesn't matter if I’m 

writing cause/effect, main idea and details, the middle of my text, because it's informational 

text, works the same way. Informational text always links relationships, always makes this 

connection. I want my students who are visual learners to see this visually. This is how text 

works when we're working with informational text and we're learning to write it. Look at the 



linking relationships. Here's compare/contrast. Look again. In this case, similarities are linked 

with some sort of evidence explained, and I might talk about how two things are the same, and 

then how they are different. But look at this. I’m always linking that information in the middle 

of my informational text. And again, it's just always a reminder that I could flip the presentation 

of these charts to make them more student-friendly. This is an example of more complex text, 

and would be more middle school/secondary, so I wanted you to see a range of examples. But 

you can see how the critical features checklist matches the graphic organizer used. Well, 

descriptive. So, often in informational writing, I might need to write descriptively, say, in 

science class. So, I might have to describe a weather feature like hurricanes, and then describe 

it. And then I might have another feature related to weather, and then I describe it. That's 

informational text. Guess what? Their relationships and informational text always make 

connections, always link, and in this case, it's linking attribute with a description. So, if I am 

writing informational text, and I decide that's the purpose of my writing, I have a beginning, I 

have a middle that links relationships, and I have a conclusion that pulls things together. And 

that's how that works. So, now I want you to figure this one out. Sometimes we want students 

within informational writing to talk about a problem and a solution. This can happen if we're 

writing within the context of discipline-specific writing, let's say, in history class, and I want to 

describe a historical problem and then how it was solved, and another historical problem of 

that era and how it was solved. So, my first question to you, what is the, what would be listed in 

the middle of the text on the left, and what would be linked to it on the right when I look at the 

middle? So, just think about it. I’m thinking problem and solution. I’ll show you the answer 

here. Problem linked with solution. So, we're in informational text. It's all about the 

relationships in the middle. Question and answer. So, this question and answer format is 

informational writing. We have a question, and then we answer it. So looking at again the body, 

or the middle of the text, what would be in the left-hand box, and what would be in the right-

hand box? So I’m hoping, yeah, cause and effect. It should be question and answer. So, 

question and answer could certainly be cause and effect too. But I would correct my answer 

here to be question and answer. So, that's informational text. We're leaving informational text 

knowing that the way that it is written, it has a beginning, middle, and end, and the middle 

shows relationships between key ideas and details, and that carries through, depending 

whether we write on cause and effect, descriptive, question/answer text. So, now let's help 

students figure out opinion text as they write about it. So, opinion text, we want students to 

develop an understanding of what it's about. And the purpose of opinion or argumentative text 

is to help change your reader's point of view. Sometimes we want a reader to take action, and 

so our persuasiveness will prompt that reader to implement a change. Often, 

opinion/argumentative writing are in the form of essays, like a book report, editorials, or 

letters. And academic language focused on opinion/argumentative text that we want students 

to learn to use is, are terms like opinion, support, reasons, explain or explanation, and 

conclusion. So, just some terms that we want them to start to use, not only to recognize but to 

include in their expressive language as they talk about opinion text. Like before, transition 

words are key and teaching students some or all of these to help structure their text is 



important. And again, it builds the language associated with opinion text. And you would follow 

the same format where we must identify critical features to define what good opinion writing 

is. In this case, I might say, yeah, all right, we're going to write a book report today. And don't 

forget that you will share your opinion. Good opinion writing discusses a single topic, and tells 

what you think about the topic. It tells your opinions. And you also give reasons why you have 

your opinion, and if it helps to have a sentence stem, I think blank because, perfect. It gives 

students the structure of the language that they'll be using when they write opinion texts. It 

concludes, it ends with a conclusion or some kind of sum up sentence. I would use this language 

instructionally when I introduce opinion writing. I want students to eventually communicate 

back to me, say or sign these critical features. They tell me what the features of 

opinion/argumentative writing consist of, and in your instruction in your classroom. So, watch 

opinion/argumentative writing. Introduction, conclusion, I think it is more straightforward. We 

introduce the topic on the far left. State the opinion. The end is a restatement of the opinion. 

The middle. Opinion/argumentative text presents connections just like informational texts. The 

difference in text structure is that we're always linking our reasons why we think something 

with the evidence explained. So we're linking reasons with evidence. This is the why because 

language here. But what I want students to know is that when they start 

opinion/argumentative writing they're not doing something that's so far afield, or different in 

terms of organization. Their writing has a beginning, middle, and end just like they've been used 

to when they write narrative and informational text. And if you've been writing informational 

text, you can point out, very similar to information text. We're just going to match up reasons 

with evidence, or the why and the because. How I think, and because, if we're working with 

younger students in a book report. Same idea. You can present this in a way that it could 

become a graphic organizer for students, and again, more complex, more middle school 

secondary example here on the far right. That represents the critical features checklist and the 

language of discourse we're using in the classroom to define what opinion writing is all about. 

Some of you probably might be working with more advanced students, and you are helping 

them distinguish between me, what I think, and what others think. This just shows how you 

build out the body of the text to reflect that. Notice that the relationships and how we link the 

relationships in the middle doesn't change. We're always talking about our reasons why we 

think that way, and then the because. That's the evidence explained. This is a nice checklist 

from Anita Archer. It's included in her materials that I mentioned in our last webinar. Her 

materials focused on paragraph frames, but I loved it because it was so aligned. So it's here's a 

reminder that you have access to that content too. And it aligns very nicely with the graphic 

organizers I’ve shown. Watch how she divides this checklist into the introduction, the body, or 

the middle, the conclusion, and then we have a section at the end that has students look for 

conventions and content. So, let me pause to review the instructional components that I talked 

about for phase three. I talked about incorporating the routine of having students identify 

purpose, form, topic, and audience during the planning phase of writing. This will give students 

mileage. Not only could they have the purpose, form, topic, audience listed on the top of their 

graphic organizer, if they internalize that all the time when I write I have to identify purpose, 



form, topic, audience, they could write on the top of a, let's say they're doing a written 

assessment. They could write PFTA at the top of their paper, and have that moment to think 

through the purpose, the form, the topic, the audience, before they write. I then talked about 

the importance of building student discourse knowledge in academic language. So, we talked 

about using the academic language, the vocabulary, to define narrative writing. So academic 

language there is the story grammar, main character, plot, setting. With academic language 

applied to opinion writing, it is opinion, reason, argument, for example. And also, transition 

words, teaching the transition words, the vocabulary that helps connect the text and organize 

it. We talked about identifying critical text features in the instructional language. So, something 

to think about as you leave the webinar today is can you sit down and identify, depending on 

the age of, grade of your students, three, four, five or more critical features that they can look 

for and use in their writing? And not only that, you want to build this into their expressive 

language. You want kids to communicate this, and use it in the dialogue when they talk about 

writing. Finally, highlighting beginning and middle and end structures across genres helps 

students navigate the complexities of writing. It gives them that map of sameness that they can 

approach every time that they're going to write. So, if your graphic organizers don't have 

beginning, middle, and end delineated, that's the next step you can take, and help students 

focus on what is beginning, middle, and end, and what those structures are, and how they 

apply to their writing. So this is where I’m going to have you pause for a moment and digest 

some of the content we just talked about for phase three. We just covered writing components 

for the genre, for the writing genre, in the actual writing instruction piece. And listed on your 

screen are the components I just reviewed. So, as you think about personal next steps for some 

or all of these items, I’m going to check in with Sue Ann to see if any questions came up during 

that last section.  

>> Yes, Lana. We have a couple things here. One is, I mean, I think we all suffer with this 

problem when we're in the classroom, is that so, how do you avoid having students simply 

copying those examples that we're giving them, that so when we want to model, how do we 

have any strategies for encouraging them not to copy?  

>> Yeah, gosh. That's such a good one. I’m gonna speak spontaneously now, but I will think 

more about strategies and bring those back when we have our plc. So, I’m making a note about 

bringing back some good strategies and examples of helping students get away from copying. 

One approach that I often think about is trying to teach students how to recognize what an 

author says, and then what you might say, and looking at the difference. So, text structure sorts 

are very helpful with that, and then having students write something that is similar but 

different in their own words. So, sorting the sample, like sorting the samples we're talking 

about, but then, you know, throwing some in there that are written in student-friendly 

language. So, the sorting, and the compare/contrast can help get students away from copying. 

To me, this is sort of along the lines of when we talked about, I hope we talked about this in our 

first webinar, showing students the difference between, you know, drafts. This was written 

first, this was written second, this was written third. How can you tell what was written first, 

second, and third, and sorting? Basically, in this case, we take that same idea, but we talk 



about, this is the original text, this is my sample. These are some different examples of how that 

is written differently, or this is a different sample of writing that is written on the same topic, 

but I want to look at it and compare/contrast how it's different from my "example." so, that 

idea of kind of copying, I think, is a good one to show the evolution of writing. Yeah, and in the 

back of my mind, I think, young students copy, older students plagiarize. So this is all within that 

same context, I think. And also, one more thing added to that is certainly the idea of using 

organizational frames helps with that, because if you get students off of the examples you're 

sharing but then just provide that organizational frame that gives you the structured language 

in the prompts, what do I write first, what do I write second, so forth, it gets them a little 

beyond the example. Yeah, yeah, yeah. But I will also, I’ll continue to think on that and see if I 

can bring some more examples back to our plc as well. So, yeah, Sue Ann, you sounded like 

there might be more.  

>> There is. One thing that you might want to be bringing back to the plc is this, the next piece 

from Josette, was that do you have any grammar specific resources for students? I think there 

might be some listed later in your presentation. I wasn't sure. So, that is something we could 

certainly come back to when we all come back together.  

>> Yeah, yeah. Thanks. Definitely, I’ll make sure to bring more examples back and highlight 

some good grammar specific resources and syntax. Check our second webinar. A lot of William 

Van Cleeve's work kind of plugs into that, and I had some other examples of how to structure it. 

But I’ll bring back more and include that as a follow-up as well.  

>> And then, finally, Mary says that, you know, one of her greatest challenges is getting her 

students to understand the difference between reasons and examples when it comes to that 

opinion writing. That's one of the challenges that she's facing with her students.  

>> Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. Yeah, for sure, for sure. And there's no, some of this there's no easy 

bullet to help kids. One thing I do want to think about and go back to if I can do it quickly here, 

related to this question, let me find this simple-- this one, is to help students understand the 

difference between reasons and examples, what I might do is just attack, and help them 

practice the middle of, let's say in this case, opinion/argumentative writing. I just want them, I 

might give them the topic and opinion, but then I want them to just isolate and just focus on 

working through the middle. That kind of constrains your focus to just sorting these things out, 

and I think working with it, it is academic language. The terminology between when I have a 

reason, I need to say why, and what is the evidence, is different from citing an example. But by 

isolating that component of text, you always can carve up writing this way. And this goes along 

the lines with short writing often, not long writing seldom. So, this is too complicated, I want to 

focus on the middle, and just work on those relationships. Sometimes it helps to back out of 

writing and have kids work on text sorting and matching reasons with evidence, or something 

with an example. And so, today, one of my themes was to emphasize that reading and writing 

connection. So, sometimes if kids are having trouble with this and reading, you can back out 

and, it's writing, you can back out of it and look at it within the context of writing. So, yeah, I 

don't know. Anything else there, Sue Ann?  

>> No, that's it. Thank you.  



>> Okay, yeah. Thanks, everybody, for thinking about this with me. Your questions and 

observations are very astute and meaningful here. So, just a few review things before moving 

forward. I want to emphasize for you that there's a generic instructional feature that helps 

visually scaffold sameness across genres. So, look at that list there. What did we talk about 

helping kids understand the sameness across genres and visually scaffold that? Hopefully, 

you're keen and on beginning, middle and end right away to structure that sameness. And so 

here, an example of a critical feature that could be used in fact writing or informational writing. 

Take a look at these. Let's do this one together. So, we're looking for a critical feature, 

something I might include in my instructional language that helps kids identify fact writing. The 

first one here, when we're talking about an event, and it's usually personal, that's within the 

context of story or narrative. Linking words to show the passage of time. We show the passage 

of time across text. It comes within the narrative. That's the idea of the plot. Here, the first 

sentence tells the topic we're talking about, topic, we're in the fields of informational text 

there. And the final one, let's just look at that, so we've covered everything. The first sentence 

tells what you think about a topic, okay? So, if I’m telling what I think it's opinion, so that 

narrows it down. I found my informational writing right here, the first sentence tells the topic. 

So, just a couple quick review items. So, let me just conclude with this, and I’ll do this fairly 

quickly, just so you have a sense of where to go with things. Once I’ve implemented my phase 

one, two, and three for genre specific writing, how do I help kids take their writing to the next 

level? Within their narrative, informational, and opinion writing, I then want to consider quality 

features of genre. And when I look at a student writing sample, I evaluate quality in these 

domains. And they should be familiar. I think that's why we can cover this fairly quickly. Quality 

features of writing are defined by focus, organization, content, style, and conventions. So, 

generic features of writing quality, if I say we are writing quality, that can be applied across 

genre, that's this list here. So, I can describe informational writing by focus, content, 

organization, style, and conventions as narrative, as I can define opinion writing. So, how do I 

help kids take their writing to the next level? So here I have a student writing about how 

important homework is, which is very interesting. But, if I want to just help their writing 

improve in this area, I would evaluate it or use a rubric assessment tool to score focus, content, 

organization, style, conventions. So, if students are having trouble, or they score low on focus, 

meaning that students do not have a single controlling point, they're not specific about the 

topic they're writing, I want to show you now some things you could do to help them improve 

that. What I’m showing you here is very, very similar to purpose, form, topic, audience. It's the 

routine of helping students read the prompt. Simple four steps. I want them to look at a prompt 

and identify the topic that they're writing about, circle key words in the prompt, know the 

audience, and then this. This comes back on the purpose for writing. What form of writing will 

you use? So, purpose is key. But teaching, doing a mini lesson, or two, or three, around how to 

read a prompt will help students focus their writing. The other thing to help students do to 

focus their writing is to show students how writing can be split into a main idea and a detail, 

and the main idea meaning the focus, and the detail meaning the passage. So, what I might do 

is I might cut up titles, and separate titles from passages, and then have students match the 



appropriate title to the passage. And this shows students how the writing that follows a title is 

focused, and it basically responds or answers that title. You could do it this way, too. You could 

have a bunch of details cut up, and then find the details that match a title. So, those details 

would work with that title, they stay focused. That detail is about a different idea and it doesn't 

match. I would do this sort. So, something today is showing you that you can cut up text, you 

could do these various sorts, and you can really help kids understand genre and text structure 

by doing that. Playing news editor also helps students learn more about focus. And you've got 

that information right here. Organization. Organization focuses on organizational structure. It's 

right there. Organizational structure. That's the text structure we've been talking about, and 

the transitions. So if students have poor organization in their narrative information or opinion 

writing, I’ve got to really impose this sort of structure and help them find the organization 

depending on genre, like we talked about. Transitions and transitional words are the glue that 

hold organization together. So, if I have to back out and help students organize their writing to 

improve it, I will back out and give them supports that show and illustrate those transition 

words. Content. So, content is when students have a deep presence of ideas, and they develop 

those ideas through their examples, or if we're talking about opinion text, they develop them 

through reasons. Presence of ideas, that's the substantive nature of content, and what I would 

do if I have students with weak content, I look back to my graphic organizers, and I think about 

how can I look at my graphic organizers to improve and support the content that I need to help 

students develop? So, you could provide more prompting on your graphic organizers, like that 

one on the far left where certain features are defined for students. If I don't have beginning, 

and middle, and end, I might define that, but that really does help you get the content. Content 

also comes from list making and brainstorming. So, to help students develop ideas, listing and 

brainstorming ten ideas and then starring, for example, the three best that they want to use in 

their writing is a wonderful way to help them build content. Because they get ideas out and 

then you can narrow that down to a subset of ideas. Any kind of thing that helps generate or 

prompt ideas like the prompts on this slide can be used to enhance content. Next is style, so if I 

want to improve the style with a narrative opinion or informational writing, things I’m looking 

at relate to varied and interesting use awards themselves, the sentence structure, and helping 

students develop what it's called personality on paper. We want to hear their author's voice. 

We want to read their author's voice, and kind of have a sense in our head of that as we read 

that style. So, this is just a simple word choice lesson from Anita Archer's work, where there's 

some work you do with your teacher on your own and then come back with your teacher again, 

but essentially, you look, in this case, we want to enrich the passage that the student has 

written, and enrich it by changing the word take, which is overused. So, what I might do is give 

students, if this is an overused word, I would give students a set of words that have the same 

meaning. We would look up the word take in their essay. We would read and discuss words 

with similar meaning, and read the passage together. Then, for students on their own, they 

would look at the options we've discussed and do some replacements with take, and then we 

can share and compare that example. But that's a nice structure for having students take a look 

at the language within their text. And then finally, yes, how do you improve conventions? And 



the question that came up about grammar specific resources falls in line with this. How do we 

help students improve how words work within our writing, how sentences work? And then we 

would come back to some of the tools we talked about in our second webinar. If it's spelling, 

thinking about how to use visual phonics to support spelling, using word analysis to study 

spelling patterns, and then we looked at some examples from William Van Cleeve's work 

together, so his writing matters series is a good one to take a look at. So, my final question to 

you before I sum up the big ideas is this. Generic instructional features of writing quality 

include, and I want to differentiate this from generic features of structure, which is the 

beginning, middle, and end. So, we're crossing out A off the bat because we're looking at 

writing quality. If you see writing quality, we're talking about focus, content, organization, style 

and conventions, and we're leaving this content knowing that they apply across all genres, and 

that the way to help students enhance or improve their writing, take it a step further, is to 

really look at one or all of these and find the greatest area of need, and then use some of those 

tips I presented briefly at the end related to that content. So, I’m going to go ahead and pull it 

together, and if we have time, I’ll check in about other questions. Otherwise, just save those 

questions. We'll come back to it for our plc time. So, the big idea today for genre and discipline-

specific writing is that the text type sets the purpose for reading and writing. I have to identify it 

upfront for both reading and writing, so I know either what I’m looking for when I read, or the 

characteristics I need to include when I write. So, this decision that we've talked about in phase 

one instruction always asks as a routine what type of text are we reading? What are we going 

to write? That's such a purpose, and it puts students in the frame of mind for that specific 

genre. The three that we focus on our narrative, informational/explanatory, 

opinion/argumentative writing. Those are the three. And like I said at the start, you want to use 

clear instructional language to define these three areas in consistent terms for your students. 

So, narrative in younger grades might be defined as story, but you would then follow with the 

instruction that aligns from narrative text. The idea of defining genre up front is that it dictates 

how we interact with the text. We want our students to know and internalize these questions, 

this dialogue, which eventually becomes their author's voice. I talked to you today about this 

genre specific writing instruction and how it builds in phases, so we move from reading, where 

we learn about genre and evaluate genre, to writing it. And I hope today you leave learning to 

make sure that reading and writing are linked and reinforced. So, let's talk about instruction. 

Big ideas for genre and discipline specific writing include this first item, is using instructional 

routines during reading and writing to help students learn about genres. So, that's phase one. 

We want students to ask, is this a story, information, or opinion book when reading, and we 

want to know, are you going to write a story, information, or opinion text? Along with these 

questions, it then puts me into the frame of mind, what I need to use visually, which graphic 

organizer I need to use, and the kind of discourse that I would follow as an author, if I’m 

writing, or I would ask another author if I was reading their work. The second item to think 

about instructionally is using some instructional routines to help students evaluate genres. So, 

when reading, taking notes on graphic organizers, the practice of retelling and text structure 

sorting. The third takeaway and big idea was to include instructional components during writing 



to help students write genres. And those instructional components include this consistent 

routine, or use of something that helps students frame the purpose, form, topic, and audience 

when they're ready to plan for their writing. It also includes use of discourse, knowledge, and 

academic language, so you might explicitly teach those transition words. Identifying critical text 

features that align with your graphic organizers, and finally, highlighting those beginning, 

middle, and end structures across genres, so that it's visually apparent for students. They can 

actually see how text structure works. Finally, want to help students improve the quality of 

their writing in narrative, informational, and opinion text by enhancing instruction that focuses 

on the focused content, organization, style, and conventions of their work. So, that brings us to 

this, your next steps to try things. So, as part of this application before our next professional 

learning community, think about implementing the learn about genres routine. So, that is, take 

away today and always help kids identify text type before reading and writing. Do it as an 

instructional routine, again and again and again to reinforce it. The second thing I want you to 

do is, yeah, it's okay as a next step to select one of the genres for writing. So whatever you 

might be working on now, whether it's narrative information or opinion writing, just kind of 

focus on that and then take some of the instruction we talked about in the webinar. So, 

routines to help students evaluate the genres, or try some of those things. Try using a graphic 

organizer, if you're not currently doing that, during reading. Practice, take the plunge. Have 

students try some retelling. Do more text structure sorts. Take some time to copy and cut up 

text, and have students sort and evaluate the genre using checklists. Also, incorporate some of 

those instructional components we discussed showing students how to write within each 

genre. So, maybe it would help this experiment, try framing a purpose, form, topic, audience 

routine for planning. You can certainly modify it, make it work, add graphics to it, make it work 

for your students. Help students identify text structure features. So, if you don't have those 

ready to go in your instructional language, identify those for the text that you're talking about. 

Highlight beginning, middle, and end. Make that very clear. And then finally, look at the 

instructional alignment of your language, your instructional language and material. The more 

you can align your instructional language, your discourse that you're working on for students 

and the materials, the better it will be. That's your focus. If you want to help improve writing 

quality for students, you can try some of the strategies I presented at the end. So, overall, we're 

going to share how you're doing with this implementation via Padlet next time. So, I think a 

couple weeks out, before we have our professional learning community, you will receive an 

email with three separate links to Padlet. These links will take you to a page that allows you to 

share what's working. You can share ideas. You can post pictures of what you're doing in your 

classroom. If you need to have any help with problem solving or something that's not quite 

working as well, you could describe that. You can describe how you solved it or you can leave it 

open-ended, and as a community, we can look at that and come up with ideas. Finally if I didn't 

have time to address questions today, or you have more questions as you implement these 

instructional strategies moving forward, pose those, ask those. And by posting on Padlet, and 

again we just quickly show you on Padlet, right? Doing this ahead of our session will allow me 

to look for trends and content, so there's what worked well, what didn't work as well, and 



potential questions. You'll get, again, you'll get the website for that. You will help us frame the 

content and discussion within our webinar. All right, that follow-up plc I’m talking about is 

scheduled for March 7th, and I think that brings us to the end of our session. So, please note 

this check out. Your post-test is available at the web link below as well as the code. And I guess 

there's a minute, maybe two left, so any concluding thoughts from Jane or Sue Ann?  

>> Lana, I think, this is Sue Ann. I think we have hit most of the questions, first of all. I do want 

to remind everyone that the survey must be completed, and I posted it in where your questions 

are coming, where you are seeing any of your questions, that the post test must be completed 

by Monday February 12th, 2018 at 12:00 p.m. So, by lunchtime. And the link's on the slide, 

which is actually in your handouts. It is in the chat box, and the code, as you can see is wtw3. 

And I think that's it. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing everyone at the follow-up session on 

March 7th. Thank you so much.  

>> Yeah, thank you everybody. 
 


